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Heidi does Hiiiary
Doppelganger
dupes freshman
English class

modem day celebrity. It was only because she is ahead in the polls,
fitting that an actress visited the and she was full of confidence
class with the intention of forcing answering her own question by
students to realize the acting that saying, "because I'm ahead!" But
exists beyond the stage and big not more than fifteen minutes into
Alyssa Mitchell
screen.
her speech about presidency and
"It is important to have a criti ’ the importance of feminism,
Journal Contributor
cal eye wide open," said Connolly. "Hillary" ripped off her wig,
"No one Is to leave their seats "Students think they know that exposing Dallin.
once our guest has entered," roars things aren't what they seem, but
Dallin, a Gloucester native, has
Suffolk student security to a class all too often they don't. Students been impersonating Clinton for
of unsuspecting freshman at are susceptible to cynicism rather fifteen years, and is quite con
8:30am Thursday
morning. than the relying on criticism. In vincing. With a natural resem
Surrounded by a group of security this ironic era the only way to blance to Clinton she does not
and photographers, in walks... show realty is to disguise it."
have to do much in terms of prepa
Hillary Clinton?
"Clinton" was escorted into ration with the exception of a wig,
Suffolk students fell victim to' A40 in the Sawyer building by a suit, and the perfect shade of lip
the performance of actress and university police, student security stick.
impersonator Heidi Dallin, as she and Suffolk photographers. Before
She shared with the class over a
made a surprise visit to Suffolk students could figure out if she dozen stories in which people con
University. As part of a presenta was really Clinton, Dallin was fused her for Clinton, even some
tion for Professor Thomas already shaking hands, posing for where she was not wearing the wig
Connolly's seminar for freshman, pictures and asking students if and instead of Clinton inspired
Dallin appeared as presidential they were registered to vote. Tme clothing, she was "most likely
to the politician stereotype, each wearing Betsey Johnson."
candidate, Hillary Clinton.
Professor Connolly's freshman photo was strategically positioned
One story described an incident
seminar class entitled, "The Mask to create the image of Clinton in Quincy Market in which a
behind the Face" focuses on act connecting with students, for a Moroccan worker at a jewelry cart
ing, and questions if everyone is more "down to earth" side.
asked her is she was Clinton.
actually an actor. The class exam
Even her speech mimicked 'When she said no, he asked her if
ines plays by such famous philoso Clinton, questioning whether the the next time she came back if he
phers as Diderot and Socrates as class believes that people oppose could have a picture with her,
well as the film industry and the her because she is a woman or promising to have a camera with

Christmas in the
Commons

Heidi Daliin speaks with Ki Wiiiiams and Catherine Lynch after her
speech in Professor Connoiy’s freshman seminar ciass on Nov. 29.
him at all times. About a month
later she visited the man, who had
his camera all ready. He hung the
picture on the back of his cart, but
some time later she revisited the
cart and found that neither the man
nor the picture were there.
Another worker then informed her
that the man had taken her picture
back to Morocco with him to
prove to his family that he had met
Clinton. Dallin and Clinton have

never met, but Clinton could not
pay for better publicity. Always
keeping in mind that what she
does reflects Clinton, Dallin stays
on her best behavior while in the
public eye.
And there is no need to ask
who Dallin is voting for come
November 2008 since, "A win for
Hillary is a win for Heidi!"

Profs, mull laptop ban
Rani Smith
Journal Staff

' ji

John Gilloony - Journal Staff

For years laptops have been
used in law classrooms for easier
access to information, but their
misuse is beginning to become an
issue in both Suffolk's Law School
and undergraduate colleges as
many professors have sought to
completely ban their use. While
the university continues to remain
officially neutral on the subject,
some professors are speaking out
about the issue, seeking to find a
balance between new technology
and old school teaching methods.
Last year Suffolk University
Law Professor Kate Day joined
the likes of other law professors

regionally and nationally when she
decided to ban the use of laptops
from her classrooms, taking effect
this January in her Constitutional
Law class.
Due to the distractions laptops
caused, in addition to forms of
harassment women students were
subjected to online. Day drew the
line to protect students and revive
classroom discussion. "I act on
behalf of women students without
any apologies," she said. Although
there can be exceptions made for
students for whom this decision
poses a problem. Day notes that
laptops are not always needed. For
example, her Constitutional Law
class teaches the basics of the sub
ject, so Day believes neither she

nor her students would need a
computer.
Though Day acknowledges
"there is a real place for them," the
problems laptops have caused are
reason enough for her to ban them.
Day is only one of many profes
sors taking a stance on the issue.
Suffolk Law Professor David
Yamada also announced last year
that he would no longer allow lap
tops in his classes, finding that
they hinder class discussions, par
ticipation and active listening.
"All too often, higher education
has allowed itself to become the
servant, rather than the master, of
technology," said Yamada. "When
a certain form of technology

see LAPTOPS, page 4
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Briefs
Woman to be sentenced in death of former
Suffolk student
A woman who plead to guilty of manslaughter by
motor vehicle in the death of a fromer Suffolk
University Student Evagelos Pashos will be sen
tenced on Dec. 7, sources say.
According to the Metro-West Daily News, Allison
Voorhis, forty-eight, of Hopkinton, could face up to
forty-five years in prison for her role in the acci
dent. She could also have her liscence suspended
from anywhere to fifteen years to life.
Pashos was on Otis Street in Northborough on
September 24th, 2006, at 9:55 p.m. when his Audi
was struck head-on by Voorhis' Kia Optima.
Pashos was rushed to UMass Memorial Medical
Center, where he was pronounced dead less than
forty minutes after the accident.
Voorhis' attorney, Angelo Cantazaro, did not
return several phone calls.
Lisa Pashos, Pashos' mother, said of Voorhis "I
hope she gets the maximum sentence."

POLICE BLOTTER HIGHILIGHTS
Thursday 11/29
Report of confiscation of a knife at 150 Tremont
St. Report filed. 17:22
Received a report of cups of water being thrown
out of the window at 150 Tremont St., 8th floor.
Unit 31 responded. Report filed. 18:05
Law School-Report of a male individual urinating
outside of 120 Tremont St. Units 44, 41, 31
responded/trespassing warning was issued.
Report filed. 19:45
10 Somerset-Received an assault and battery
report (no weapon involved). Units 44, 41, 31
responded. Report filed. 23:05
Friday 11/30
10 Somerset-Received an elevator entrapment
report. Unit 20 responded. Report filed. 13:08
10 Somerset-Received an elevator entrapment
report. Unit 20 responded. Report filed. 13:56

Resources available
for frazzled students
Elizabeth Lane
Journal Staff

The fall semester is rapidly
coming to a close as classes are set
to end this week and final exams
are approaching. For many coT
lege students, this time is charac
terized by study sessions, presen
tations, and the occasional all
night cram sessions.
Suffolk offers various events
and tips to help ease the stress
some students may feel during this
time. Last week. Health Services
recently held an event in the
Donahue Lobby where students
made their own anti-stress kits.
Many students attended the event,
according to Liz Drexler-Hines,
Health Educator within Health
Services.
"There is also information in
the Health Services lobby on
things like test anxiety," DrexlerHines said. In addition to infor
mation offered to students. Health
Services "absolutely sees an
increase of students during finals
time for stress-related issues," said
Drexler-Hines.
Drexler-Hines said students
come in with various physical
symptoms relating back to stress
and one of the first things clini
cians ask smdents is how they are
dealing with studying.
The Counseling Center also
recognizes finals week as a stress
ful time for students. Dr. Wilma
Busse, Associate Professor in the
Psychology Department and
Director of Training for Pre
Doctorate Internship Programs,
works in the Counseling Center
and said that the center tends to see
an increase of students at the end
of the semester. The Counseling
Center accommodates that expect

ed increase by adding extra
appointments with counselors. Dr.
Busse also pointed out that the
Counseling Center offers events
during the semester as well to help
students deal with the added pres
sure of finals, such as workshops
like. "Helping Distressed Students
in Residence" and "Identifying
and Helping Students and
Colleagues in Distress." "There
are ongoing anxiety and depres
sion groups that teach students

“Also remember to
reward yourself for small
accomplished tasks.”
Dr. Wilma Busse
Associate Professor,
Psychology Department

how to cope with stress," she said.
Dr. Busse offered suggestions
to help students who may be feel
ing overwhelmed during finals.
"Students should have conversa
tions with themselves and look at
how they're trying to cope with
stress," Busse said. She also sug
gested students go to the
Counseling Center and speak with
a counselor if they are feeling
overwhelmed.
Students can also evaluate
themselves and acknowledge any
signs of stress they may be experi
encing. "The physical signs of
stress include headaches, clench
ing of the teeth, and missed peri
ods for girls," said Dr. Busse. She
also noted behavioral signs of
stress which include eating an
increased amount of junk food,
short-temperedness, and sudden
bursts of laughing or crying. Stress
can also interfere with remember

ing recent information and misun
derstanding information being
delivered to them. "That's not
something you want to happen
when you're trying to study," Dr.
Busse noted. "Fatigue can inhibit
remembering," she added. "You're
also more likely to get into argu
ments."
Fortunately, all these negative
impacts of stress can be lessened
or prevented by following several
steps. Adequate sleep, healthy eat
ing, and exercise can all alleviate
stress students experience, accord
ing to Dr. Busse.
Students hving on-campus are
offered various events in the resi
dence halls during finals.
According to Amanda McKenna,
Assistant Director of Residence
Life and Summer Programs at 150
Tremont, quiet hours in both resi
dence halls begin Thursday and
last until the dorms close for win
ter break.
"We hope [the quiet hours] pro
mote a more studious environ
ment," she said. McKenna also
said resident assistants coordinate
holiday-based events for students.
"Students can take a break from
smdying," she said, referring to the
events. "We find students tend to
go to any study breaks when food
is offered."
.
According to Dr. Busse one of
the most important things to
remember during increasingly
stressful times is to recognize the
stresses around you and get help if
needed. "Ask for help before you
reach the crisis level," said Busse,
"but also remember to reward
yourself for small accomplished
tasks."

Voices of Suffolk

Q

What are your thoughts on the new
campus wide wireless network?

'I%

RA called from 150 Tremont St. and reported
smelling incense on the 7th floor. Unit 71 dis
patched. Unit 71 reports nobody in room and noth
ing found. 21:59
Saturday 12-1
RA at 150 Tremont St. called stating there was a
party on the 6th floor. Units 73, 74 responding.
0:43
Sunday 12-2
10 Somerset-Responded to the 15th floor for a
male individual that was urinating in front of a res
idential door. 2:13
Report of an individual who fell outside of 150
Tremont St. due to the weather conditions and
refused medical attention. Facility was notified.
Report filed. 18:05

“I use it
rarely. When
I do it seems
to work.”

Jane Noble
2010
Global
Business/
Accounting

“I like it.
“My laptop
Takes a while can’t log on.
to conneet
sometimes
though.”
Randy Thay
2009

Marketing

Chris Kiev
2009

Business

“It works just
“It’s really
fine for me.”
difficult to
connect most
of the time,
but once
you’re on it’s
good.”
Jenn Losco
2011
Theatre

Nidsey
DiManche
2011
Biology
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Office of Retention Services
The Office of Retention Services serves as a
student advocacy and referral program—Offering
information about services provided by Suffolk,
important dates and deadlines.

with ^
Finals! j

Retention Services:
•Financial Advising
•Student Advisory Line
-Answers Student Questions
-(617)-573-8798

•Registration Advising
Hours:
Email; sal@suffolk.edu
Web Site; www.suffolk.edu/ors

Open Mon.-Fri.
9;OOAM-5;OOPM

SUFFOLK

Tel;
617-573-8718

Location;
73TtemontSL
6th Floor, Room 652

UNIVERSITY

AIDS Rememberance Day dispells myths
Lauren Gondert
Journal Staff

Only men, tvomen and children
get AIDS. This all-inclusive state
ment, that takes a jab at all stereo
types concerning the disease, was
the topic of a lecture given by
Cathy Robinson Pickett on Nov.
29, in the C. Walsh Theatre.
Pickett, a motivational speaker and
AIDS activist from Lakeland, Fla.,
explained exactly what this state
ment meant to her. Back-dropped
by a 12 foot by 12 foot section of
the AIDS remembrance quilt,
Pickett gave statistics about the
disease, dispelled myths, and
shared her own experiences living
with AIDS.
"Still now in 2007 [AIDS] is
stereotyped as a gay disease," stat
ed Pickett, in her bubbly southern
accident. "We have this percep
tion that you have to be someone
sleeping on the streets or in the
gutters to be affected. Until our
society realizes we are all at risk,
we will never get a handle on it."
Pickett described just how
much AIDS affects the U.S.
"More people have died of AIDS
in our country than those that died
in The Persian Gulf, Vietnam, and
World War II combined," she stat
ed.
In her interactive presentation,
Pickett explained that the first case

of AIDS was diagnosed in 1981. defines safe sex as "anything that her freshman year of college when
At that time, it was known as doesn’t exchange sexual fluid." she was raped while working at a
GRID (Gay Related Immune Ironically, she explained, "Sex convenience store. In 1999, more
Deficiency) because everyone sells everything in our country yet than ten years later, she was diag
thought it was a "gay disease." the idea of talking about it is horri- nosed with breast cancer, and was
given three and a half
"No other country in
years
to
live.
the world classifies or
Pickett’s
husband
has ever classified
died in a car crash in
AIDS as a gay dis
2(X)5, and on top of
ease," said Pickett.
all that, on a recent
The U.S. medical com " ■ jflfe ■
trip to Tanzania, she
munity did not recog
contracted Malaria.
nize it as a disease that
Despite her physical
could affect more than
ailments and misfor
just gay individuals
tunes, she was very
until 1990.
energetic and bubbly
Another stereotype
throughout the lec
related with AIDS is
ture, and continues to
that it can be contract
keep a positive out
ed from animals, such
look.
as gorillas.
"HIV
attacks humans and
"I know one day
humans only," said
my children will be
Pickett. "Similar dis
orphans,"
Pickett
eases occur in different
Lauren Gondert - Journal Staff said, so she wants to
leave the world hav
animals, but a bird Cathy Pickett shared her experiences living with AIDS.
ing made a differ
can't give it to a mon
ence. "My biggest
key, and a monkey
lying. We [as a culture] just don’t fear in life was dying before my
can’t spread it to a human."
children could remember me."
"There are six fluids that can do it."
Another misconception that Both her children are now in high
pass on HIV," Pickett reported.
"They are blood, semen, vaginal Pickett dispelled was that people school.
That is why Pickett started the
fluid, fluid from the amniotic sac, die from AIDS. "No one dies of
spinal fluid, and joint fluid." HTV or AIDS," Pickett explained. non-profit organization "FriendsSuiprisingly, you can even con "They die of the diseases they get Together" in 2000. This organiza
tract HIV through sharing razors.
from having such a deficient tion is "geared towards educating
According to Pickett, the num immune system."
and meeting the needs of families
Pickett has experienced this infected and affected by HTV,"
ber one cause of infection is
through unsafe sex.
Pickett first hand. She contracted ADDS according to the program handed

*

*W

out before the lecture. "[FriendsTogether] hosts weekend camps to
educate HIV-infected families
about legal, social, and psycholog
ical issues related to the disease,"
the program stated.
The problem with AIDS is that
it is difficult to stop the spread of
it. "It takes [30 minutes] from the
time you are infected until the
time when you can pass the dis
ease on to others," Pickett
explained.
However, Pickett
added that people do not get sick
from ADDS for another 10 to 12
years after they contract it. This
means "you have 10 to 12 years to
infect more people," she said.
In the end, Pickett wanted
everyone in the audience to leam
at least three new things about
ADDS "This is my hfe 24/7, 365
days a year, and I leam something
new every week," she said.
Pickett called upon the audience
to do whatever they can, because
there is still so much to leam.
"Our awareness of the disease in
the ’80s was nothing, in the ’90s
was high, and today [the disease]
is considered manageable. Pickett
explained, "I take 100 pills a day.
I don’t consider that manageable."
For more information on
friends-together,
visit
www.friendstogether.org
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LAPTOPS from page 1
reduces genuine engagement and
attention levels, then it's not serv
ing us well." As a result of his
decision to ban laptops, Yamada
reports that he has not only seen
improved depth of class discus
sion, but his overall class evalua
tions have been positive as stu
dents continue to take the class in
spite of his decision.
Because many professors still
haven't reached the point to where
they must ban laptops altogether,
they are leaving the decision to use
a laptop in class up to the students.
"I think we have to treat stu
dents as adults, especially in light
of the tuition they pay," said
Suffolk Law Professor Steven
Callahan. "If they are using pen
and paper we can't realistically
stop them from doodling. I feel the
same way about laptops."
Suffolk Law Professor Carter
Bishop says that he allows laptops
and would not ban them in his
classes. "Too many students would
be at a disadvantage if they were
required to print or write class
notes when they are used to using
the computer." Many professors
share this opinion, feeling the
introduction of laptops to class
rooms could ultimately help rather
than hurt.
Renee Landers, an Associate
Professor of Law at Suffolk, cited
one way in which laptops aid in
her students' studying process. "I
am heartened by how many stu
dents still take handwritten notes

and use the process of summariz
ing them on the computer as part
of the studying and learning
process," she said. "But I do get
concerned that students sometimes
become
dictating
machines
instead of thinkers and participants
in class discussion."
Professor Michael Rustad, CoDirector of the Intellectual
Property Concentration at Suffolk
Law, views the use of laptops in
the classroom as a positive
resource for his students. "I think
that the online law school experi
ence can be very constructive," he
said. "I think it is wonderful teach
ing in an onhne envuonment."
Although Rustad has wimessed
students playing solitaire, check
ing unrelated email, viewing hous
es, and even gambhng, the bene
fits of having an online classroom
are worth any misuse that does go
on, according to Rustad. "I encour
age students to bring and use their
laptops and even to go to web
sites," he said.
Donna Giancola, an associate
professor in Philosophy and the
Director of the Religious Studies
Program at the College of Arts and
Sciences, has seen few students
using laptops in her class, but is
not opposed to them doing so. "I
do not know why more students
do not use them in class," said
Giancola. "We should be encour
aging our students to do this more
often."
Communication
professor
Bmce Wickelgren has contemplat

ed the issue of allowing laptops in
class with colleagues and has had
mixed experiences in his classes.
"There have been students who
seem to use them to take notes,
and this is beneficial in my view,"
said Wickelgren. "I have, howev
er, seen poor uses of it. I've experi
enced problems with students
doing things not specific to the
course."
Wickelgren not only saw the
distractions laptops created in
class, but also the psychological
detriments they can create, finding
the size of the laptop allows stu
dents to hide behind it, ultimately
hindering their role in the class
room. "Since communication is
vital to understanding communi
cation, a student who finds a way
to hide impedes her/his participa
tion in class," said Wickelgren. "I
run a classroom that is based on a
participative lecture style. The lap
top makes it easier for a student to
not participate."
The benefits and drawbacks of
laptops remain clear, but the ques
tion about whether the pros out
weigh the cons continues to puzzle
professors as they straggle to find
the best suitable medium for their
students. "Like any innovation, if
used well, laptops can enhance;
but it also can detract. I guess like
anything new," said Wickelgren,
"and as an instructor, it's my job to
figure out how to maximize the
positive, and minimize the distrac
tion."
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New Media, New
Markets for S.U.
Alex Pearlman
Journal Staff

Suffolk University is ready to
step into the age of the Internet
and step up their marketing. In the
past months Suffolk has started
experimental pilot programs
geared toward prospective and
current students and faculty.
Susan Downing, the new
Director of Electronic Marketing,
a position that's only been in exis
tence for nine months, is working
on a number of projects including:
Student Ambassador blogs, short
informational films, an online vir
tual tour of Suffolk's campus and
the possibility of students being
able to instant message their pro
fessors. "We started with the stu
dent ambassador blogs," said
Downing. "We thought they'd
have an appreciation for what
incoming students might want to
hear about since [the student
ambassadors] give the tours and
interact with them." Currently,
seven student ambassadors have
blogs on blogspot.com that are
linked to Suffolk's Undergraduate
Admissions homepage.
John Hamel, Director of
Undergraduate Admissions said,
"We wanted to use a medium that
high school students are interested

in and familiar with. Blogs are
another layer of personahzation of
the university for undergraduate
students."
The blogs "give some sense of
direction," said Hamel. "They're
for prospective students to leant
about Suffolk."
Although the blogs are written
by student ambassadors without
edits or censoring, Hamel says
that the blogs "try to keep the
focus positive. We want the uni
versity's best foot forward."
In addition to the blogs, which
were voluntary for student ambas
sadors, Suffolk also has four short
videos on their Undergraduate
Admissions homepage. "The
videos were originally the one
longer video that used to play in
the Welcome Center," said
Downing. "Those are also prima
rily designed for prospective stu
dents."
Downing is also planning
upgrades for the Suffolk website,
including an online virtual tour
which should be running by next
spring and a separate project for a
possible web service for Student
Activities, as well as "a number of
survey and focus groups to devel
op the persona of current smdents," said Downing.

Save so much on gear that you’ll
actually be able to go someplace
cool to use it.
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Staff Editorial
Before everyone at Suffolk can jump into their Christmas vacation
plans, students first must get through these last few weeks of fall semes
ter. With the final week of classes and exams now upon us, students
around the school can hardly wait to finish their work and enjoy a solid
month long break before starting fresh in the New Year. The truth is that
these two weeks definitely suck.
With an entire semester's worth of work culminating and the freedom
of a 4 week break in the foreseeable future, finals week always seems to
expose a strange state of limbo for students. By this time of the year, stu
dents are completely burnt out from school work (not to mention any
extra curricular activities), yet these two weeks usually require the most
focus and effort on the students part. Students are constantly under pres
sure and stress even during the dog days of any given semester, but the
emphasis on back heavy courses only leads to more student stress and
lower quality work.
Yes, students are here at school for a reason. All of us understand (or
will learn to understand) that being a University student requires signif
icant commitments and that we are here to work and learn and thus have
no grounds for being upset when this crazy time of year arrives.
However, if we are here to leam and give ourselves the best opportuni
ty to succeed, what good will come of simply cramming an overload of
information for a final or doing a shoddy job on a presentation or final
project just for the sake of getting it done or appeasing your professors?
Surely this time of year requires more effort on the students' behalf
and it is important for students to finish off the semester on a strong note,
however, back heavy courses are only hurting students' opportunity to do
well and are making students a little crazy in the process. University
courses work best when students have the opportunity to build skills, fol
low a process and implement tools and knowledge we have acquired in
our studies. With a one shot deal such as a final exam or presentation,
students are not necessarily expressing all the knowledge and skills that
they have acquired or even retaining the information on the test.
A better model might be a semester long project, with a clear goal or
segmented individual projects that concentrate on building skills as
opposed to purely just testing one's ability in a make-or-break exam.
Maybe there is no exact way to maximize students' productivity and
skills while keeping them sane at this busy time of year. Different stu
dents work at different paces and obviously do their best work in vari
ous capacities, however at this time of year, everyone needs to buck up,
and finish off their courses on a positive note regardless of the demands
of our courses and/or professors. For right now, just finish up reading
this newspaper, get a bite to eat, chug down some coffee or soda and hit
the books with the knowledge in the back of your mind that there is just
one more week to go. Good luck and see you all in the New Year.

The Molk Journal

Suffolk University’s Student Newspaper
41 Temple St.
Boston, Massachusetts 02114
Phone: (617) 573-8323
John S. Forrester
Janssen McCormick
Editors in Chief
Colleen Koperek

News Editor
Tara Lachappelle

Christmas Conflict from the frontlines
of the... Seinfeld War?
Yes, Virginia, there is
a war on Christmas!
Christmas has been
declared
politically
incorrect and the situa-

Neil St.
Clair
tion is much worse than
you realize." So claims
professional fear-monger
and Fox News commen
tator John Gibson in his
2005 book The War on
Christmas.
The bellicose nature
of the holiday season has
taken center stage in the
post-Thanksgiving
weeks over the past few
years, and it appears that
history is set on repeat. I
had hoped we would be
able to avoid the socalled "liberal war," but
just a few weeks ago, the
American
Family
Association offered the
first salvo, attacking
PetSmart for not using
"Christmas" as part of its
holiday promotions - the
error was soon corrected.
The AFA's website has
also launched an offen
sive against Kohl's,
Banana Republic and
The Gap for their
Christmas-bashing agen
das.
In the next few
weeks. Bill O'Reilly will
most
likely
turn
Christmas warrior ~ a
modern-day crusader for
the Holy Land of
America's hearts and
minds ~ and point the
American right to the
nearest exit in stores that
offer up a "happy holi
days."
I figure that in this
"Thirty Years' War of
Christmas," the best
defense is a good
offense, and it would be

more effective to start
digging in early for a
lengthy bit of trench war
fare - a preemptive
strike, so to speak.
My issue is not so
much that some retailers
bow to the Christian
right and avoid the pohtically correct "happy hol
idays" safety net. I
believe that private
industry should be able
to make its own deci
sions on whatever hohday greeting it prefers shops and companies
will suffer the conse
quences of Muslim or
Jewish boycotts if those
groups find "Merry
Christmas" a point of
offense. No, my issue is
that saying "Merry
Christmas" has even
become an issue. Beyond
that, however, I take
offense to the Christian
right's use of Bushist tac
tics: If you're not with us,
you're against us. In thenminds, those who don't
support Christmas out
right are trying to destroy
Christmas. This is logi
cally false, and belies
any potentially valid
claims of the "deChristianizing"
of
America. Us versus them
is no way to win a war.
Of all the societal and
cultural casus belU that I
can dream up for the
ultra-religious folks of
the United States, the
"Christmas controversy"
seems the most trivial.
Perhaps a better front
could be found in fight
ing America's dwindling
church attendance, the
increased rates of drug
abuse and teen pregnan
cy or the overt commer
cialization
of
the
Christmas season itself —
isn't it odd that the battle
ground for this "war"
over the birth of Christ is
being fought in The Gap
and other fine mid-priced

clothing retailers?
All these are much
worthier, if soporific,
causes: They certainly
can't offer the sexy patina
or cachet of a Holy
Greetings War. But then
again, nothing galva
nizes the American pop
ulace more than a good
old-fashioned war about
nothing - perhaps we
should call this the
Seinfeld War?
It is true that America
is around 80 percent
Christian, and this mas
sive majority is going to
have the preponderance
to impose its will on
those stores that rely on
holiday-season cash. But
in a society that values
"freedom of religion"
and pluralistic principles,
a majority opinion
should not always be
correct. In most soci
eties, minority rights
must be recognized
somewhere and given
certain credence — say
ing "Happy Holidays" is
perhaps a correct recog
nition that not every con
sumer or citizen is a
Christian. But are we
getting too much like J.S.
Mills (the 19th century
philosopher who sup
ported individual liberty)
on an argument that real
ly deserves less attention
than it gets? In short, are
we taking this controver
sy too far and too seri
ously? Absolutely.
Conservatives decry a
loss of traditional values
in the waning of
Christmas-related greet
ings, hence their crusade.
Yet it appears that they
get convenient amnesia
about the true traditional
values of Christmas,
mostly derived from
Germanic pagan rituals - anyone know what a
Christmas tree was origi
nally intended to sym
bolize? They also fail to

recognize that Christmas
is not about winning a
battle over a greeting, but
honoring a sacred reli
gious figure. So who has
truly lost their traditional
values?
I do have to side with
them, however, over the
holiday-ing of certain
non-secular items. While
most public entities,
schools and government
should refrain from out
right religious innuendo,
it is more than fine to
forgo political correct
ness and call a "Holiday
Tree" by its proper
nomenclature. I would
hate to think our society
is so litigious as to rise
up in arms over some
thing so innocuous.
I am very concerned,
however, about the esca
lation of this "war" to
new and terrifying tac
tics, Geneva Convention
be damned. Soon, the
Jewish lobby may retali
ate and force Murray's
Deli to wish everyone a
"Happy
Hanukkah,"
which would only result
in explosive reactions
from the Christian van
guard. In the end, we will
have a White Christmas
Nuclear Holocaust - the
complete destruction of
all holiday greetings.
Only
cockroaches.
Twinkles and "Happy
Flag Day" would sur
vive.
Yet as the child of a
mixed-religion marriage,
I am most terrified by the
prospect of choosing
sides in this ongoing
conflict: my own greet
ings civil war. So forgive
me if during this hoUday
season I take hold of my
neutral mug of Swiss
Miss hot cocoa and wish
you "A good day."
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Wizzard of Oz inspired art at NESAD
Eleanor Kaufman
Journal Contributer
The “Ozspirations” exhibit at the New
England School of Art and Designe
(NESAD) gallery is a collection of work
from artists ranging from Boston to Istanbul.
The exhibit, which stands from November
16- December 21, is a compellation of
pieces celebrating the 100th year anniver
sary of Frank Baum's series of novels. It is
tmly an eclectic mixture of work, featuring
a variety of different mediums. A pair of red
sparkly heels greets the viewer as they enter
the doors, as well as an array of colorful
paintings, and drawings hung on the walls
and placed around the room.
Other kinds of work in this exhibit are

NE.SAD
(jallery
75 Arlinghton Street

Hours
M-F 8am-llpm
Sat 9am-5pm,
Sun 12pm-6pm

sculpture and original videos. The identity
and feel of this exhibit is fun and whimsical.
The exhibit, organized by James
Manning and Jen Fuchel, both faculty at the
NESAD, explores the meaning of life
through the inspiration of L. Frank Baum.
Each of the thirty artists, whose work is
showcased, offers a unique interpretation of
the ideas behind The Wizard of Oz and oth
ers of Baum's work. The driving idea behind
Ozspirations is about the war of a world we
are living in, and the artwork suggest how
we may discover peace through finding our
own way home, per say. Fuchel comments
about the show,"... We are all trying so hard
to find the heart, courage, and intelligence to
confront the 'wicked witches' and 'flying
monkeys' of a world in turmoil and make
our way safely home- even though that
home may no longer feel as secure as it used
to," said Fuchel.
Fuchel suggests that the idea of
home is so important to pay attention to,
especially amongst turmoil and negativity.
She says," People have been so swept up in
the whirlwind of tragic events unleashed by
Sep 11" Perhaps we forget to feel comfort
able in our home.
She thinks that the Oz centennial should
n't pass us by, for the story is important to
remember more than ever right now.
The Wizard of Oz is a classic story of
journeying to find happiness. Instead of
dwelling on our fears, it is necessary to
remind ourselves of the bliss of being home,
and the happiness that comes from looking

past the villains of our
lives.
Once we can find
happiness in our
'homes' we are more
equipped to confront
our demons.
In
the
Ozspirations exhibit
thirty artists from all
over the world bring
together their ideas
about home, and the
pursuit of happiness.
They honor Mr.
Baum's work and
together, they cele
brate one of the most
classic collections of
literature ever created.
The exhibit, which
will be in the NESAD
gallery until Dec 21 is
worth checking out.
The different interpre
tations and artistic rep
resentations are inter
esting to compare and
contrast.
Check out the
exhibit and join to cel
ebrate Mr. Frank
Baum's contributions
to our lives and our
world through art.
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Suffolks’ Rammifications are on top of things
Lea Rossignol
Journal Contributer
With an assortment of awards under their
belt the Suffolk University Ramifications
have their busiest season ahead of them. The
"Rams", as they are affectionately called
around campus, performed at the
Performing Arts Office showcase on
November 29th at the C. Walsh Theater, and
have many other performances coming up
in the next couple of weeks.
Audrey Mardavich, a senior, is in her
fourth year as a Ramification and is one of
the two assistant music directors of the
group along with Deirdre McAllister who is
a sophomore at Suffolk. The explained that
the Ramifications have recently been focus
ing on redeveloping the group, building
repertoire, getting more gigs, and arranging
new songs.
Ramification performances not only
include talented vocal arrangements but
energy from the group that is displayed by
finger snapping, toe tapping, rhythmic hand
movements, and knee bobbing.
Mardavich says the group has come so
far from her freshman year now with
accomplishments like second runner up at
the ICCA New England finals, and two
CARA awards for best mixed collegiate

album for Voices in the Attic and Best
Mixed Collegiate song for Goodnight and
Go.
Their first album, Voices in the Attic, was
released in 2006 and currently the
Ramifications have been in the recording
studio this summer getting ready to put out
their second album or an earlier released EP
with the songs they recorded this summer.
Getting invitations to competitions and
the opportunity to perform with the
Beelzebub's, Tufts University's all male A
capella group, on December 7th the
Ramifications are on the up and up.
Kayla Hopkins, a freshman, is a new
comer this year to the Rams. Hopkins is
honored to be a part of such a talented group
and enjoys the experience of traveling and
the friendships she has made since joining
the Rams.
McAllister agrees explaining that the
Ramifications practices are fun because
everyone gets along so well, "We work hard
but we have fun too," she says.
There are so many different levels to a
Ramifications performance; Acapella
groups take on the challenge of making
abnormal sounds that would naturally come
from a bass, drums, guitar, and other musi
cal instruments, with only their vocal

chords.
The Holiday Showcase was the begin
ning of the Ramification's busy holiday sea
son.
The Acapella group takes on several dif
ferent performances as well as caroling in
the downtown crossing area in the next cou

ple of weeks.
Current group members include Bryan
Daley, Rachel Greenburg, Kayla Hopkins,
Audrey Mardavich, Jeff Morris, David
Vadala, Kaitlyn Flynn, Kevin Hadfield,
Nicole Lee, Deirdre McAllister, Benjamin
Treadwell, and Brittany Wynne.

www.suffolkrams.com
Check out the Rams on
merson’s WERS
88.9 FM)
Saturday and Sunday
from 2 pm and 5 pm.
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The Killers new album is not so killer
Mary Stevens

sound, Brandon Flowers does an excellent
job of capturing Ian Curtis's style of singing

Journal Contributer'
In their second album release
little over a year. The Killers i
album Sawdust( Island 2007) is
surprisingly good as it is confus
Sawdust is a compilation of i
music, covers, and songs remixe<
unreleased from their first i
albums Hot Fuss (Island 2004)
Sam's Town (Island 2006).
While the overall album f
slightly hectic at times, without a
sense of genre or mood, the so
individually showcase The Kil
growth as a band. Where Sam's Tc
was a coming of age album for 1
singer Brandon Flowers, Sawdust
is an album where the band col
lectively evolves its sound.
Undoubtedly , the most mem
orable songs on this album are
actually covers of Joy Division's
"Shadowplay, " and The First
Editions song "Ruby Don't Take
Your Love to Town."
Even though the cover ol
"Shadowplay" is largely different
from the original because of its club like

unusual sound for the band, better described
as country than rock. The lyrics revolve
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with passionate
urgency. "Ruby
Don't Take Your Love to Town" was an

around a man whose back from war and
struggling to keep his love Ruby around
because his legs are paralyzed. While this

I Am Legend
Starring the fresh prince Will Smith “I am Legend,” who plays a
brillant scientist could not contain a terrible virus that got loose. Will
Smith is the last survivor in waht used to be New York, but he is
actually surrounded by the infected.

Released in theatres Dec 14.

might sound like the premise for a typical
country western song, it actually comes
across as something sad and funny. Other
outstanding songs of this album include
"Leave the Bourbon on The Shelf and
"Romeo and Juliet."
Despite the good intentions of the
album, there were a few inevitable duds in
the form of remixes.
By far the most disappointing was the
ill thought out remix of their hit single
"Mr. Brightside".
All in all it ends up sounding like a
galactic wedding march, a horrifically
painful wedding march that's nearly 9
minutes long.
The others just sound tired and lack
imagination. There are times when the
original songs need to just be left alone.
If you're a fan of The Killers, and not
particularly attached to any one type of
genre, then you'll enjoy Sawdust.
Even at the points where you're shak
ing your head and asking yourself why the
heck did they do that, you'll be able to
appreciate the risks the band is taking. It's
a great addition to your music collection.

www.thekiilersmusic.com

will
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8 DIAGRAMS
WU-TANG CLAN
SRC 2007

^ Jfi.* i •
Wu'^Tang Clan

Janssen McCormick
Journal staff
Bobb>' Digital
loUing wilfa Stepas or scaling rock feces in fee Alps just yet but he sure has det^loped an afSni^' &r fee electric guitar, much to 11k disappointment oftwo offee Whs
finest and most siKcessfiil MCs. S Diag^m isn't suit and tie
and it's still one ofthe griimest albums ofrecent memcHy, but ftcoi fee Wand piodiKfeai and hoirible padag its easy to see wiy
Rae and Cfeost distanced themselves fixm RZAand his beats.
"Campfire" kicks ttwigs offb\- wasting 1;22 ofits 3:59 run tine cq fee standard R21Akuag-fii film san:5)le. Mowed ip by an exceipt fiom The Petsuasioos "Gypsy Wbman" which iWroAices the
used throughout fee plodding trade. The production steadily inproves over fee nest four cuts, alfeough on feese trades it seems Mefeod Man can im longer hold his own aloi^de
fee rst offee Claa Barring his sudden turnaround on fee album's second half (feat halfs onlj'bri^ spot) too much offeeM^couM haive been fee lecuiiit® theme offeealbumashe^jp^ on
10 ofSD/i^rans’16 tracks.
Ofeer menfeeis are criminally undenepsesented with fee dan's feree best MCs, Raekwon, GZA and Gliostfece appearing on a mere 8,6 and 4 offee album's tracks, wMe U-God ( who's
alweavs been a wreak liiik in fee Wh-Tang Claa) somehow stuiribles onto 6 tracks. And you'd best beheve feat U-Gods 6 seem like fer more than GZA’s. Ghost&ce is fee only member offee Oan
wife aii>’'recent success, and by pushiag 8 Diagrams back a week so as not to conpete with Ghost’s Die Big Doe Rehab RZAiecognires his stabfcmate's contimited success versus fee Clan’s
decline. So why not give fee tonman souk more tune on fee record? If d heat fee hell out of anofeer Crpradorma verse or fee abysmal “Sunli^r
Cfitirism ofdan rejaesentatioa astde its rather pafeetic feat the best track on. S Diagrams is 13 years dd. Culled firm drea-iri Oiambers te^je "16fe Chamber ODD. Specral" doses out fee
album wife a reminder of fee clan's former glory. When ODB introduces himselfas fee one man band m 16th Chamber"’ it perfectly sums vp what Ason Unique meant to the Wii, as he Mows
feat declaration with a posthumous verse wife more energy' than the rest of.5 Diagizms. Building fee best track on his album around re-hashed 13 year old verses isn't what RZA's deferufed as
'■brandiingoiif arid berxjmiiJgrixHe diverse, ifs indicative ofa bad alburn.
Which brings us to fee best exanqile of RZA's "e^gTerimentanon" fee GecE^ HaiiisoQ mterpolahon, ’The Heart Gently Whqjs", where Raekwon, Ghostfece, aiKi even Mefeod Man deliver
some classic narrative verses orily to have feeir efforts soured by' RZA’s hand. The track marks tlie end of 5 Diagrams' relatively enjoyable first half slowing things down wife a plodding beat and
Erykah Badu's scary rhythm and bullshit hook The track's ofeer guest JWm Fiusdante offee Red Hot Chih Peppers, adds aitofeer chapter to fee fcaig running love affidr between some ofhip-hops’
greatest artists and rock’s least interesting commercial acts (see Jay-Z & T inktn I^ik, Kair,e West & Chas MartinMaroou 5). Watching someone vviio lerolutionized hip-hop productioa and has
caosistenttyput out excellent albums "diversify" in this way feels like Stanley Kubrick waking tp one naming and deciding feat Full Metal Ja±d^ would be for better ifhe had let Mich^ Bay
co-direct. Come cn RZA, who's yourA&R?

Standout Tracks: 16th Chamber OJ).B. Special, Life Changes, Rushing Elephants, Watch ya mouth (which isn’t e\^n on the damn album)
mmm

THt BIG DOE Rfti'VB

GHOSTEAC.E KILLAH
DEF]AM,2007

Ghostfoce
a dish best
served solo
Janssen McCormick
Journal staff

Ifyou’re am’aldcmymi belter watdiywie-15), yourjewds andyo«rwoiDan,TQay Stariss andhsWiEGambmo Family are back, stakmglus
daimtoiap’s fereiieaDdmMkH^atfyCQeinhis way. Wfflmtbe first mifflifo dlMBigDoeRdiab'kcmmStads tow's fee Wonder W'anaipiEiflet
dowfeon sotoerival“rice andbeaasmofeeifiictefs’’ ddiwHii^feeswa^SIfe?gramf (SROPi&townUniyeisal, 200?) sorely lacks.
Frtxii feere it’s a purple haze of sticktips, drug deals, millioD dollar parties, ^ and gunfi^ aH wife Qiost’s liademaik soul sanqdes and bass heavy
poAictioa. Punpng The BigDoe on yoii heatywoes or in you car you feel Hire rnnmy Conway inuiiKible, takiog what you want and wtoking
anyone who con^Iains twice. Ihis is music to r^ Liffiiansa to. Cesrpred to fee ladduster S Diagrams it’s amazitg feat none ofBigDoe’s liadss made
feeir way raito feat album, tracks such as ‘ We Cddirate” and ‘ Rec-Room Ther^’ would have
excdleii ccoKladc sii^ fiom fee Wh’s six year
hiatus.
Some review's critKized Die B^Doe Mtab fer feeling more like a misd^ than an actual altxim, presumably because offee simll between
fee album’s anoouncement in October aid its Decemba 4 rdKise. SiKh aitidsm ^ins fiitfeer credence bas^ (m fee feet feat R/g Uoe comes tes fean a
yea afler fee idease ofGhost’sMaIbum,j¥(?7e Fit/;
2W6).
For lesser rEppeis suchaquidctumaroitad time might be apKfefem(haveyx)uheardW%e^’s garbage verse oi‘100 MHion Dollars”?) but Qiost
ahvays came aerras as fee ^pe wife stockpiles ofnotebodcs filled wife uiBised lines.
B: also
feat long time colkbofators Lee Diamonds and Mefeod hfan ddher great vei^ all ovetBigDoe. Beank Sigd puts in some stellar
work on‘Tony Sigdai.a B3ndlBrofeers”he’s fee type ofoutside aitistwho can provide a creative ^aik and keep fein^lhely'but usually’doeai’t
qjpear on henndicalh’ sealed Wn-Targ records. WMe Cfeost’s seed Sun Godjxoves a more than crpable MC on his two ^ipeaiances, nowhere near fee
kvd ofhis fefe^ mind you, bd promising regardless. Alfeou^ it is unfiatiinate feat Gwst didn’t feel fee urge to hilarious^’ proclaim “{Sun Goc^ came
outnfydkk” ^iKwasprone to doingialive appearances lastye^.
Dependttg on who you ask Qiost already has feree or fourclassic albums wife his ‘laddiBtei"’ efforts still better ftan 95% ofofeer aflisls’ discogi^fetes and worthy’ ofXLs (x fourmks in rating systems across fee imified slates, honnuin sinpty' cannot M, he’s been corsistently better ov'er his past
fiw albums fean Jay and Nas have been in feat time qxia and it’s about time Iris name started coming ip in G.OAT. dmmons.
Hphpp aibuai offee yteai? Wifeout a doubt.
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Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
0\tCAN

Get out your witch hats and magic
wands for the fifth installment of
Harry Potter. Watch these charcters
go through the struggles against the
Dark Art teacher and watch her bring her
frightful diciphne to Hogwarts.

Out
on
DVD
today

Released in theatres on Dec 11.

SU’s Winter Concert gets Bent
Stephanie DiBetitto
Journal Contributer
This year's Suffolk University Winter Concert was pre
sented by the Performing Arts Office and took place on
Thursday Nov. 29 in the C. Walsh Theatre.
The show was hosted by Mitch Manning and Julia
Gustafson from Seriously Bent; both were really funny and
kept the audience on their toes. The Ramifications, an a cappella singing group, opened with "Ready to Go" and "Joy To
The World." The songs were energizing and a great start to
a delightful holiday show. The group is led by Mr. Ian Koff.
They were followed by the Dance Company, performing
"Hot Stuff." The dance was good and a fiin start leading into
the rest of the dance pieces, one of the strongest of all the
dances of the night. Dance Company is directed by Ms.

Jennifer Farrell.
Next, The Vocal Ensemble sang "O Happy Day" led by
Dr. Duncan Vinson with accompanist Ms. Xi Sha. The
Vocal Ensemble was followed by the Dance Company's tap
piece to the song "Summer of 69."
They were followed by the Jazz Ensemble's beautifully
performed songs labeled "Moanin'" and "Old Country."
After, The Ramifications sang a three piece medley of
"Uptight Everything is Alright," "Let it Snow" and "Never
There."
Seriously Bent, an improv comedy group followed with
a piece which went over well with the crowd. Their humor
lightened the mood when asking the audience suggestions
for the worst holiday gifts and their impromptu stemmed
from there. This funny bunch is directed under Mr. Jeremy

Brothers and Mr. Mike Anastasia.
Up again was the Vocal Ensemble, presenting "Pie mon
si trovano." The Dance Company went after with their third
dance of the night, "I've Been Waiting."
The Ramifications went for their third and last time
singing "Carol of the Bells" and "Unwritten." There overall
performance was very well prepared and entertaining.
The Dance Company came on again to do a dance to
"Seven Nation Army."
The Jazz Ensemble went for their last time performing
"Winter Wonderland" and "Chameleon." The very last act
of the night was presented by the Dance Company's senior
soloist performing "Blue Moon" followed by the group
dance to "Misguided Angel." The night was a nice gateway
into the Christmas holiday. The performers were prepared
and joUy spirited, leaving the audience with a sense a cheer.
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Ben Paulin’s Top five movies of the year

Top five songs played on my I tunes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. Bob Dylan - Hard Rains Gonna Fail

Superbad
American Gangster
Zodiac
Heartbreak Kid
Knocked Up

2. Led Zepplin - When the Levee Breaks
3. The White Stripes - Icky Thump
4. The Beatles - Happiness is a Warm Gun
5. Tool - Hooker with a Penis

Knocked Up- "Knocked Up" is a very funny movie that shows
the lighter side to unexpected pregnancy. Judd Appatow creat
ed another gem adding to his repertoire of hilarious films
including "40 Year Old Virgin" and "Superbad". The only thing
unbelievable about the film is how the hot blonde girl finds
herself even talking to the fat guy because everyone knows
that personality doesn't mean shit if you are a fat ass.

It's easy to get into the classics when the new shit sucks.
Honestly I haven't really given to many new artists a chance
but I have other stuff to worry about. A song like "Hard Rains
Gonna Fail," by Dylan, needs no media hand job. It's been
around since the late 60's but remains in a category of it's
own. The lyrics touch any individual who chooses to listen,
and it can make a grown man tear with it's timeless simplicity.

John Forrester’s Top five YouTube videos of the year
Janssen McCormick’s Top ten Albums from 2007
1. "No Direction, Period"
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TSf5q3wrgnk)
This parody of Martin Scorsese's documentary "No Direction
Home: Bob Dyian" poses the question, what if Bob Dyian wrote
every hit song in the universe...every one. Hearing the surpris
ingly good faux 'Tambourine Man' sing songs such as Britney
Spears' "Toxic," Sir Mix-a-Lot's "Baby Got Back," and Little
John's "Get Low" is a thought-provoking and even enlightening
experience. Also the scene where Dylan reveals that he wrote a
song about Joan Baez's "lovely lady lump" is pretty funny.
2. "James Brown Drunk"
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tfNhL_R_rl)
3. "D.A.N.C.E." by Justice
(http;//www.youtube.com/watch?v=fo_QVq2IGMs)
4. "Everybody's Got The Clap" by Stare the Infant
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Gh688pcSHw)
5. "C-C (You Set The Fire In Me)" by Tom Vek
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Nx1ocgnd4A)

Tara LachapelleTop five Movies of 2007
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Superbad
300
Beowuif
American Gangster
Heartbreak Kid

Superbad - "Superbad" was absolutely hysterical! I think every
female in the audience left the theater with a crush on one of
the two main characters. Besides being hilarious, "Superbad"
made a heartwarming statement about friendship and how it is
truly something to be valued. Overall, anyone who has been
through the adventures of high school can enjoy and relate to
this movie.

1. Watain-Sivorn to the Dark
I initially despised this album, on the first few listens nothing
really caught my ear and admittedly I was disappointed by the
hype surrounding it. That interview with MTV.com where the
band came across as the next Dimmu Borgir did little to help
things. Reviewing the album I took its sound to task for falling
too close to Dissection's, and the whole thing still has Jon
Nodtveit's hands all over it. But the more I listened to it the
less that mattered, the original Dissection released two incred
ible albums and Watain's latest incarnation takes a more abra
sive approach to The Somberlain blueprint. Erik Danielsson
doesn't have the vocal range of Mortuus (who appears on this
list with Marduk) but his vocals and intensity carry the album
and made me reevaluate my original assessment, that and
their incredible live show (dousing the crowd with pigs' blood
FTW).
2. Ghostface-The Big Doe Rehab
3. Wolves in the Throne Room-Two Hunters
4. Lil' Wayne-Da Drought 3
5. Arkha Sva-Gloria Satanae
6. Marduk-Ro/77 5:12
7. Peste Noire- Lorraine Rehearsai
8. Sexcrement-Gen/fa/es from the Porno Potty
9. Deathspell Omega-Fas Ite Maledicti, in ignem Aeternum
10. Guitar Wolf-Deaof Rock

Colleen Koperek’s Top five Concerts
1 .Beastie Boys Gala Event
2.Battles
3.Y0U Need New Glasses
4.D0 Make Say Think
5.Thief Thief
The Beastie Boys Gala Event was the classiest event I attend
ed this year, or probably ever will. The show, which was at the
Boston Opera House, was on AD Rock's birthday, and the
crow serenaded him with a rousing rendition of "Happy
Birthday" before they launched into "Sabotage." Because it
was a Gala Event, Boston showed up all decked out in their
most fly finery.
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YOUR WEEK
and get ready for some laughs. Since it's improv, no
two shows are alike! Tickets are only $10. For more
information you can contact the Performing Arts
Office at 617-305-6307 or performingarts@suffolk.edu.
Do you need some holiday gifts for that special someone? Look no further than Mass Art's
annual holiday art sale!
Head over for
unique gifts from paintings to pottery, the perfect
gifts for the art lover in your life. This sale is from
10a.m.-7p.m. The cost of entry is free and the sale
is being held in the Mass Art lobby (621 Huntington
Avenue).
For more information log on to
http://www.massart.edu/search/.

Tonight is Program Council's Winter Ball at
the Seaport Hotel (One Seaport Lane). Don't miss
the chance to hang out with friends and have a good
time before finals and winter break. This event is
semi-formal and cocktails begin at 7p.m. There will
be a cash bar with valid i.d. Tickets are $20 and
going fast, so get them at the HUB today! For more
information contact Program Council at pc@suffolk.edu.

Stop by Health Services today for an event
you can't afford to miss. Suffolk's own Diversity
Services along with Health Services is offering stu
dents free HIV testing from 10 a .m to 4 p.m. They
are doing so in conjunction with the Sidney Borum
Jr. Health Center. This is an excellent opportunity to
get tested since it is administered by a certified cli
nician, minimally invasive using oral screening, and
is fairly short, lasting less than half an hour. To
retrieve results, students are given an anonymous
barcode which they can use to obtain their results in
a few weeks time. For more information and to sign
up to get tested stop by Diversity Services in Archer
481. You can also contact Diversity Services by
emailing them at diversity@suffolk.edu, or calling
them at 617-573-8613.
Looking for a way to escape the madness of
finals week without sacrificing your educational
integrity? Look no further than the Museum of Fine
Arts. In celebration of the holiday season, the MFA
is offering a number of interesting events to get you
into the holiday spirit. Take a stroll in the museum's
West Wing and listen to the Amaryllis Chamber
Ensemble live, performing classical holiday music
from 10 a.m. - 12 p.m. If the thought of listening to
one more Christmas song is too much to handle, get
some Christmas shopping done at the MFA's annual
December sale from 12-8 p.m. It's the perfect place
to pick up art prints, sculptures, and jewelry for the
art lover on your list. Admittance to the museum is
free with a CAS sticker. For hours, directions, and
more information on the Museum of Fine Arts visit
them online at http://www.mfa.org.

If dances and holiday parties aren't your cup
of tea, head over to the Orpheum Theater (1
Hamilton PL, Boston, MA) tonight and hear Cake in
concert as part of their Unlimited Sunshine tour.
This Indie band is sure to be a hit. Check out the
band at http://www.cakemusic.com. To purchase
tickets log on to ticketmaster.com. The show begins
at 7:30p.m.

^day
The first annual celebration of Boston's
underground art scene takes place today at the
UMass Boston Campus Center (100 Morrissey
Blvd. - Boston, MA 02125-3393) from 1-8 p.m.
This festival offers an outlet to artists who are out
side the "mainstream". Come see the best visual, lit
erary, and performing arts the city has to offer!
Admission is $10. For more information visit
http://www.bostonurbanartsfestival.com.
LeMeridien's Chocolate Bar
Are you a chocolate lover? Was that a
rhetorical question?
Come to LeMeridien's
Chocolate bar this Saturday and pay $35 for an
unlimited chocolate buffet! Pastry chef Alejandro
Luna will be on hand to prepare over 125 different
chocolate desserts, and there will also be hot choco
late bunuelos, a dunk-your-own chocolate fountain,
and chocolate and orange creme brulees. For reser
vations, call Cafe Fleuri at 617.956.8751 or visit
http://www.lemeridienboston.com/.

ay
Come see Seriously Bent in their last show
of the semester! Head over to the Improv Asylum
(Hanover Street in the North End) tonight at lOp.m.

Want to spend today watching a holiday

classic? The fortieth annual performance of The
Nutcracker will take place this afternoon and
evening. The ballet will include the entire Boston
Ballet, over 300 children from the Boston Ballet
School, and the Boston Ballet Orchestra. Shows will
begin at 2:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. at The Boston
Opera House, located at 539 Washington St, Boston.
For tickets and more information visit
http://www.bostonoperahouse.com.
Want to experience different cultures?
Attend the Cultural Survival Bazaar today at the
Hynes Convention Center (900 Boylston St). The
event includes performances, music, art, and food of
many diverse and indigenous cultures from around
the world. Over 100 different vendors will be selling
traditional crafts, artwork, clothing, jewelry, carpets,
and accessories as well. All proceeds go directly to
helping the Cultural Survival Organization. The
event is free and begins at 11:00 a.m. Visit
http://www.Culturalsurvival.org/events/bazaar/hyne
s.cfm or contact Agnes Portalewska at 617-4415417 for more info.

Today is the first day of exams. If you are
struggling with study stress, you are not alone! Help
is available at the Counseling Center. They are
located on the 5th floor of 73 Tremont St. Their
phone number is 617-573-8226. The Counseling
Center is open Monday-Friday 9a.m.-4:30p.m.
Spread the cheer and check out the opening
night of the Boston Pops' holiday concert at
Symphony Hall (301 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston
MA). This annual Christmas tradition is sure to be a
hit with everyone young and old. The show begins
at 8p.m. and tickets range from $26-$86. For more
information and to purchase tickets, log on to
http://www.bostonpops.org.

y
Take a break from your studying and learn
to crochet with wire! Sound impossible? Not when
you take an instructional class at Spark Craft Studio
(1963 Massachusetts Avenue Porter Square,
Cambridge MA). Make a matching beaded and cro
cheted necklace and bracelet which make a unique
holiday gift for yourself or someone special. The
class begins at 6:30p.m. For more information and
prices, log on to http://www.sparkcrafts.com.
Take some time and relax tonight at
Atwoods Tavern (877 Cambridge St, Cambridge
MA) where you can enjoy Duke Levine's CD release
party. The cost is $5 and the proceeds benefit The
Greater Boston Food Bank. The event begins at
9p.m. To check out Duke Levine, log on to
http://www.myspace.com/dukelevine. For more
information about the event, call 617-864-2792.
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Rams tennis and soccer excel in fall season
Ben Paulin
Journal Staff
With the semester winding down and
haying seen Christmas advertisements on
TV since the beginning of November,
Suffolk's fall sports season seemed to have
flown by.
The Women's Tennis season certainly did
as they ran away from the competition going
undefeated on the year. Men's soccer posted
another winning record, while Women's
soccer played their inaugural season as a
varsity squad. Jim Nelson, Suffolk's Athletic
Director, had some wholehearted words for
all of the fall teams and some of the gradu
ating seniors as well.
Women's tennis had a perfect season
going 14-0. In the process, the Lady Rams
won the GNAC Championship and punched
their tickets to the NCAA Division HI tour
nament, which will be held in the Spring.
"Certainly I'm enormously pleased with
the unprecedented success of the women's

tennis team. It is a tribute to their determined
play and to the dedication of our coaching
staff and head coach Steve Counihan" said
Nelson.
The Men's Soccer (9-7) team beat
Albertus Magnus College to advance to the
GNAC tournament semifinals, before losing
to Norwich. Nelson praised the club saying
"the men's soccer team is to be congratulat
ed on a sixth consecutive winning season
under head coach Nick Papadopoulos."
"I especially wish to provide my appreci
ation for the leadership of our seniorsMarco Panza, Dan Pereira and Christian
Palacios. Their commitment to this program
was instrumental in our team advancing to
the semi-finals in the conference playoffs"
Nelson said about the men's soccer seniors.
"Men's and Women's Cross Country
competed in a host of invitationals through
out the fall season" said Nelson "Cole Dillon
and Will Feldman for the men and senior
Heather Luciani; we are especially apprecia
tive for their leadership and commitment

throughout the fall." Cross Country compet
ed in the GNAC championship, the ECAC
New England Championships, and NCAA
New England Regional meets.
Women's Soccer (2-11) struggled in thenfirst season as a varsity squad but the team
looked to have gained some steam winning
two of their last four games. "Women's
Varsity soccer was successful in two of their
matches throughout the season" Nelson
said. With only one senior, Yomna Saleh
graduating in the spring, Suffolk looks to the
future with head coach Ernst Cleophat under
the helm.
Women's Volleyball (3-19), might have
underachieved, but they didn't lack
excitability or the desire to compete.
"Although [they did] not achieve their goal
in qualifying for their conference playoffs,
none the less, they provided excitement
throughout [the year]. We salute our four
year players, Noel Moran and Kristen
Conrad."
Men's Golf competed in the New

England Intercollegiate Golf Championship,
the GNAC Championship and the ECAC
New England Golf Championship.
"Men's Golf once again benefited from
the expertise of head coach Ed McMillen.
Not having a senior on this year's team
augers well for the spring and fall in 2008"
Nelson said.
Certainly all of the teams will be trying to
duphcate what the Women's Tennis team
was able to aecomplish this year, next sea
son. Hopefully Women's Soccer will build
off of their late-season victories, while the
Men's squad will look to continue their win
ning ways. Cross Country and Men's Golf
are competing in championship tournaments
and all teams will undoubtedly continue
their good play. Women's Volleyball can
only improve from their disappointing sea
son, as is the hope of all of Suffolk's fall
teams, even the undefeated one.

Coming next semester:
Exclusive Beanpot coverage
and all your favorite Suffolk
sports
Rams net first win of season over UMass Boston
Daniel Ryan
Journal Staff
The Suffolk Rams Men's basketball
team opened this season's slate of home
games with an exciting win, a 78-70 victory
this past Thursday over the Beacons of
UMass Boston. The Rams (1-4) had lost
four straight to start the season, but managed
to outhustle, outplay and simply outwork a
perennially tough Beacons team.
The Beacons jumped out to an early lead
with some sharp shooting and overall great
play by sophomore Terrell Maddox, and had
a six point lead at 13-7 five minutes into the
game. However, the Rams didn't let the
Beacons build much of a lead, and took their
first lead of the game at 16-15 just four min
utes later on a three-pointer from sophomore
Joseph Ransom.
The teams traded baskets over the next
few minutes, with neither team able to make
a defensive stop. Suffolk sophomore Josh
Teixeira would change the momentum of
the game with 7:55 left in the first half.
Teixeira took a charge down on the right
block with the Rams trailing by one, forcing
a Beacons turnover.
On the next possession, freshman Allan

Ray knocked down a jump shot, giving the
Rams the lead at 24-23.
However, the Rams weren't done yet.
Junior Jonathan Currier nailed a three point
er on the Rams' next possession, giving his
team a 26-23 lead. Feeling the momentum
beginning to shift, the Rams went on a 9-2
run over the next 3:30, led by the sharp
shooting of Ray and Currier. The Rams had
a ten point lead at 35-25 with 3:45 left in the
first frame.
The Beacons cut the lead to six at 35-29,
but sophomore Alan Jaziri icily knocked
down a three point, effectively killing any
momentum UMass was building. The Rams
took a 40-31 lead into the locker room at
half time after a fast paced, high-energy and
sometimes frantic opening period.
Half time featured a rousing performance
from Suffolk's Step Squad, as well as the
giveaway of 2 tickets to an upcoming
Celtics game. These events were a part of
Spirit Night, sponsored by the Office of
Retention Services, the Off-Campus
Housing Office, the Student Activities
office, and the Athletics department. Fans at
the game were also treated to noisemakers,
as well as free refreshments.
Building off of their strong finish to the

first half, the Rams came out with tons of
energy and great pressure, preventing the
Beacons from inbounding the ball to start
the half, forcing an early time out. Suffolk
kept up their sharp shooting, taking a 46-35
lead after a basket by Jaziri with 15:10 left.
However, the Beaeons refused go down
without a fight, and went on a mn of their
own. The Beacons went on a 10-2 run over
a period of 2:00 and were able to get as close
as four points at 54-50. However, just as
they had in the first half, the Beacons got
themselves into foul trouble as they went
over the hmit with just under 10 minutes to
go in the half. This sent Jaziri to the line,
where he promptly drilled both free throws.
Suffolk's lead was extended to 56-50, and
six points was as close as the Beacons
would get the rest of the way.
The Beacons mounted a few more
charges, but were stifled by this hard-work
ing Rams group. At one point, the Rams
were tenuously holding a 6 point lead, and
had just missed two straight free throws.
However, Teixeira outhustled UMass,grabbed an offensive rebound, and put it
back up for two points, essentially cement
ing the win for the Rams. Solid free throw
shooting over the final minute really put the

game away, giving the Rams their first win
of the season, 78-70.
Jaziri went 10 for 10 from the free throw
line, while netting 26 points. Ransom
chipped in with seven points and sbc assists,
while junior Brian Small had seven points,
seven rebounds and three blocks.
After the win, head coach Adam Nelson
praised his team's preparation for this game,
saying "Our guys really seemed to under
stand the scouting report, and what we need
ed to do to win. Some of our keys were to
pressure the ball, stay in front of the post,
and have great help-side defense inside. We
did those things for the last few days in prac
tice, and it definitely carried over into [the]
game."
Nelson also was proud of his team's over
all hustle. "We talk to our guys all the time
about playing hard and out working oppo
nents," Nelson said. "Our practices are hard
- our guys fight and scrap for 2 hours every
day. Going out there on gameday and work
ing 40 minutes is something that we expect,
not something that we hope for."
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Point; More often than not it’s #1 v. #2
Tim Rosenthal
Journal Staff
Sure, there are flaws in the BCS system.
But arguably it has worked in almost every
year since the system has been in place.
Now I know there is an argument for a play
off, especially with this year's mess in col
lege football. Are there any teams more wor
thy than LSU and Ohio State however?
Kansas, Missouri and West Virginia had
their chances, but it crumbled the last day of
the year. Two of those three teams are in the
BCS, but Missouri isn't because they did not
win their conference. At least Kansas was

11-1.
The first year that the system was in
place was the 1998 season. Trae, there
might have been a little controversy
between those Buckeyes, who were pre-sea
son number one until losing to Michigan
State who finished 6-6 and did not make a
bowl, and Florida State, who wound up in
the National Title Game against Tennessee
after losing to bowl bound North Carolina
State. The point system today would still

have taken that into accountability. After all
I wouldn't want a team such as Ohio State
who lost to a .500 team who didn't make a
bowl.
In some years we have had two unde
feated teams play in the National Title such
as 2000 when Virginia Tech and Florida
State played in the Sugar Bowl.
How about 2004 when USC faced
Oklahoma? True there were three 12-0
teams with USC, Oklahoma and Auburn,
but Auburn had a weak schedule. The for
mat worked and although Auburn won its
bowl game, how would they of fared against
Reggie Bush, Matt Leinart, Mike Wilhams
and the rest of the Trojans. It would have
been unfair to either Oklahoma or Auburn.
Nevertheless, the point is the system did
work; Oklahoma defeated such teams as
Texas, Oklahoma State and Texas A&M all
of whom were ranked in the top 25 by sound
scores.
Let's go one year later to 2005, the great
est National Championship game ever
played between two unbeatens, USC and
Texas. There might be an what if part?

Actually there wouldn't have been because
those were the two best teams, even if Texas
did not win the Big XII, I still would've
taken them over a two loss Georgia team.
In 2006, again the system was right, Ohio
State was undefeated, so they faced Florida,
who won their conference and went 12-1,
went to the first ever BCS title game in
Glendale. Some say Florida didn't belong,
and Michigan did. The results, Michigan
lost to USC and Florida went on to annihi
late Ohio State en route to their second
National Title. It wouldn't have worked out
if Ohio State had to play Michigan again.
That would've been boring.
The argument that a playoff needs to be
in place would mean disaster for the current
system. Fact that the matter is this, it would
mean less money for the schools if they are
indeed one and out. What system would you
use anyway? Twelve teams? Sixteen teams?
Where would these games be? I couldn't
imagine going to Illinois after Christmas if
they indeed have home field advantage.
If the game is in a neutral site, then where
would those games be? You can't let teams

keep traveling from Fiesta Bowl to Orange
Bowl to Rose Bowl to Sugar Bowl and then
arguably have a BCS Title Game in those
same locations, wherever the game may be
in those years.
Let's face it, without the BCS we would
n't have had great "mid-major" moments
either. In 2004, Utah beat Pittsburgh and
marked the first time a team from the "mid
level" conferences [i.e. Mountain West and
Western Athletic Conference] went, and not
only did Utah win, they won convincingly.
Last year who could forget the Boise State
miracle against Oklahoma? This year, add
undefeated Hawaii to the mix as they wiU
travel 4,000-plus miles to face Georgia in
New Orleans in the Sugar Bowl. All of this
wouldn't happen if there was a playoff.
Trae, the system has worked in basket
ball, but there are over 300 teams in that
sport. There are 119 in college football, and
to put a playoff system would not be reward
ing of many teams. The current system is
working, and two years don't really make a
difference anyway. If it is working, then
keep it.
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Counterpoint: Computers can’t match March Madness
Daniel Ryan
Journal Staff
Through the past few years, the BCS sys
tem has been analyzed, scrutinized, exam
ined and dissected more often than Terry
Francona's pitching changes. No one is per
fectly happy with the system, yet no one
seems to be able to come up with a way to
fix it that will satisfy everyone.
Honestly, the BCS seems to have gotten
it right the past few years. Perhaps the
process is coming around, but it's really only
a matter of time before another controversy
such as Miami, Washington and Florida
State in 2000 or Oklahoma, LSU and USC
in 2003. There are literally dozens of teams
deserving a shot at the title in college foot
ball each year, but all but two of them are
left out in the cold, trying to get their spirits
up to play in the Insight.com Bowl present
ed by Nike sponsored by Burger King.
The BCS was put in place to give the two
most deserving teams a shot at the title, but
has too often left out other schools. A 10-1
school plays a 10-1 school in the Rose Bowl
to be crowned national champion, but a two
more 10-1 schools playing in the Orange
Bowl are...what, exactly? Runners-up of

the runner-up?
Yes, it's time for a college football play
off, an event that would draw in millions of
spectators, and millions of dollars in rev
enue. Finally, all of the speculation about
which team was really the best would end,
because all of the best teams would play
each other. There would be a dogfight
amongst the AP Top 25 to finish the season,
and the last team standing would have defi
nitely earned the right to call itself the
national champion. No controversy, no
what-ifs, just good teams playing good
teams.
So how would it work? There are literal
ly hundreds of ways it could be configured,
but it seems like a NCAA Basketball style
tournament would be the best. Seed teams
according to their Top 25 rankings, and have
the highest seeds play the lowest. Include
the winners of each conference champi
onship, so that leagues not in the BCS get
included in the running. Other than that,
what's the problem? The format would have
around 50 or so teams, and let them all play
each other. Single elimination, winner
moves on. Model the tournament after the
basketball tournament bracket, and let the
fun begin.
The NCAA Basketball Tournament in

March is often one of the most exciting
months in sports. There are dozens of upsets
each tournament, some completely shock
ing, and others that are literally mind-bog
gling. George Mason making it to the Final
Four? The football equivalent would be
something like UMass-Amherst knocking
off West Virginia in football. Who wouldn't
want to see match-ups like that? Young,
upstart schools getting their shot at the big
guys, getting a chance to make a name for
themselves. The basketball tournament is a
highly anticipated event, and a football ver
sion would probably be even more popular.
Hold it in January, and have all schools
be done with their seasons by the second
week in December. What about those
schools that don't make the tournament?
Better luck next year, kids. Or, if the NCAA
gets ambitious, hold an NTT style football
tournament for those teams. The possibili
ties are endless.
So what are the arguments against such a
system? Some say that there aren't enough
sites. There are hundreds of football stadi
ums in this country, and plenty would be
willing to take in the extra money that would
come with hosting a BCS Football Playoff
game. It's likely that these games would be
so popular that they could fill NFL stadiums

to capacity.
The other main argument against this
system is the elimination of the other bowls.
Since all of these bowls are usually spon
sored by multiple companies, the NCAA
would lose a lot of money by consolidating
the bowls into a playoff. However, there is
another simple solution to this issue: let the
companies sponsor a round. Much like the
"East Regional Quarterfinals" in basketball,
let the football tournament have the "Burger
King East Quarterfinals". Sure, it sounds
stupid, but does it sound any worse than the
"Burger King Whopper Bowl"? If the
NCAA's main issue is sponsorship, then this
solution clears the last hurdle.
Let the playoffs begin, and let there be a
legitimate champion in college football for
once. Who wouldn't want to see LSU play
Arkansas again, especially after the
Razorbacks thrilling overtime victory a few
weeks back? Or what about Boise State and
Oklahoma, which was arguably the greatest
football game ever?
Yes, games like this would be common
place in the BCS Tournament, hopefiilly
coming to a city near you in January 2009.
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AT BC from page 16
defensemen Colby Cohen
took offense to Eagle sen
ior Mike Brennan's hook
ing penalty and showed his
exasperation by getting in
the face and jostling EC's
Matt Price after the whis
tle.
The Eagles stayed on
the offensive .for the entire
game but BU put up a
strong front. The Terriers
got their second and final
goal of the game with 9:17
in the third on a power play
goal by Pete MacArthur.
Goaltender John Muse
shut down B.U.'s offense
with 33 saves on the night.
No matter what line was in
BC bullied the Terriers for
the puck and fought for
scoring chances.
York was pleased with
his team's effort after win
ning their first and only

game in the month of
November. "We started
very very quick which cer
tainly helped us" said York,
"I thought our team played
much more structured
tonight than we have early
this season."
Gerbe, who scored
three goals in the game,
said, "Obviously it's good
to get a win, that's always
our main focus going into
each game but were just
looking to get back on
track and starting to play
our game and get our
team's confidence back."
Parker was less affable
when speaking to the
media for a total of 35 sec
onds "I don't have anything
good to say about anybody
, on my team, I thought B.C.
played real well" Parker
said in curt fashion.
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Rivalry Notes
-In the last 10 meetings, The Eagles
are 6-4 and 11-9 in the last 20.
-Ben Smith and Nathan Gerbe each
had four goals
-With Smith's power play goal in the
third period on Saturday, the Eagles
have now scored in 11 straight
games when having the man advan
tage.
-There were three replay's in
Saturday's game
BU freshman Colin Wilson had three
assists in the two games.
-The Terriers are now 120-105-15 in
the 240 meetings.

AT BU from
page 16
victory Saturday,
had four goals in
the series and was
the number one star
of the night. One of
his goals (the sec
ond) was a high
light reel goal when
he batted the puck
in mid air without
hitting it with a
high stick.
"Obviously it
was a broken play,"
Smith said when
describing the sec
ond goal. "It wasn't
much going right. It
took
a
funny
bounce off Brett
Bennett's pad up in
the air. It was last
minute, take a
whack at it, and

hope."
Though BC swept BU in the
series, there are still two more
games, including the first round
Beanpot, which is after all known
as the "BU Invitational" because
of the dominance of BU in the
tournament. After all they have
won 28 Beanpot's in the 55 year
history of the tournament.
"It's a long season," said York
"Things happen."
The next meeting between the
two teams will be on January 19th
when the 241st meeting between
these traditional powerhouses
takes place in EC's Conte Foram.
One would imagine Jack Parker's
squad will be out to send a mes
sage before the Beanpot, while the
Eagles will look to continue their
win streak against their rivals
which is currently at three.

SPOR.TS
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Eagles roll over Terriers in 6-2 home victory
Ben Paulin
Journal Staff
Friday night, Boston's biggest inner-city
rivalry got under way for the 239th meeting
between the Boston College and Boston
University hockey teams. BC took control
of the game almost immediately with junior
Nathan Gerbe leading the way with a hat
trick while handing the Terriers their eighth
loss of the season in a 6-2 rout.
"All parts of the game were better
tonight," said BC head coach Jerry York.
"We worked realty hard and were physical
and we were smart. Sometimes we've been
smart and not very physical and sometimes
we've been physical and not very smart. I
think it was kind of a good medium tonight."
The Eagles jumped out to a big lead early
scoring three goals in 2:17 in the first peri
od, including a short handed goal by Gerbe,
his second of the game at 7:27. "It's pathetic
how we just stood back on our.. .rear ends
and watched them come at us" said BU head
coach Jack Parker.
BU got one goal back in the first on
Brandon Yip's power play goal at the 12:09
mark of the opening period.
The second period was very physical as
BU tried to muscle their way back into the
game. But for BC, the puck kept bouncing
their way as they added two more goals in
the second while BU could barely hit the net
with their shots.
Although the Terriers' offense was off
target, BC freshman goaltender John Muse
was lights out at even strength throughout

the game. "I thought really a key turning
point in the game was the 4-1 game when
John Muse made an unbehevable right toe
save [on a BU player]. That was a signifi
cant part of the game, [the score] goes to 42 if he doesn't make that save, so I felt very
good about his play in goal and Nathan was
back on his game tonight. I thought he was
quick and dynamic" said York.
BC got their first power play goal of the
game on Andrew Orpik's wrist shot from
juk outside of the circle, making the score 51 by the end of the second period.
Hoping to stop some of the bleeding, BU
pulled goalie Brett Bennett at the begiiming
of the third period putting senior Karson
Gillespie between the pipes.
However, Gillespie's night in goal was
short lived. Nathan Gerbe scored his third
goal (second short handed) of the game
against Gillespie in the first four minutes of
the final period.
"Luckily tonight I got a couple of
bounces in, which is real good to get the
confidence back" said Gerbe.
The players continued hazing each other
turning the third period into a grudge match,
adding 11 penalties in the third set; each
team taking any shot they could get to body
their rival. One of the penalties was a rare
ten minute major, misconduct by Gillespie
who sat in the penalty box for the remainder
of the game. BU goalie Brett Bennett
returned to the game replacing Gillespie.
More bad blood boiled over when BU
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BU’s Joe Perieira and EC’s Nick Petrecki tangle along the boards in BCs friday night
6-2 rout of the Terriers at Conte Forum
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Eagles complete sweep of cross town rivals
Tim Rosenthal
Journal Staff
The game between the Boston College Eagles and the
Boston University Terriers on Saturday night was unlike
Friday's game. BU had every opportunity to oust their rivals
from Commonwealth Avenue, but in the end, they were left
disappointed as the Terriers lost 4-3.
"I was very pleased with the effort tonight," said leg
endary Terrier coach Jack Parker, who has often been befud
dled by the team's performance this year. "We played hard,
generated some offense, killed some penalties and had a
good weekend on our power play."
The only offense for BU came on the power play. This
weekend the Terriers were 5-10 when having the man
advantage.
"We had difficulty handhng BU's powerplay," said BC
head coach Jerry York. "That's not a lack of execution on our
part, but they really handle the puck well and make great
plays."
"Our best preventive part was trying to take less penal
ties. Late in the game we were fortunate in that regard."
Part of the preventive on the penalty kill was Nathan
Gerbe, who had three shorthanded goals in the series, two on
Friday and one on Saturday.
"He is really a dynamic hockey player," York said about
Gerbe. When asked what makes Gerbe dangerous on the
penalty kill, York said "He anticipates real well and he is
quick."
Although BU did not play well when even strength,
Parker was still pleased with the teams' attempt to come
back after a 6-2 let-back the night before.
"We played hard and smart," Parker said. "We were win

ners at heart."
The second night the
Terriers out shot the
Eagles 44-25 and had
many scoring chances.
However, on the other
side. Eagle freshman
goaltender John Muse
was stellar, stopping 41
BU shots.
"It is always better
when you win, every
body's happy" Muse
emphasized.
To describe how close
this series usually is, York
said "Whenever we play
BU over the last number
of years it seems like it
comes down to someone
pulling a goaltender."
That's exactly what hap
pened with 1:30 left in the
game when Parker decid
ed to pull Brett Bennett
for the extra man. "One of
us are pulling the goahe in
the end usually and trying
to send it to overtime."
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Ben
Smith,
who
recorded his first colle The Eagles’ Carl Sneep fights his way over the Terriers’ Joe Perieira in the Eagles’ 4-3
giate hat trick in the victory at Agganis Arena
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